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Abstract

Pah-O, or Pa-O, is an important pre-historically archaeological site in the south of 
Thailand.  It is an earthenware-producing district that was contemporary well known 
nationally and regionally. An ancient Pah-O kiln has a round base of about 1.30 to 2.00 
meters in diameter. The kiln was made of compound clay that was burned with fire till 
becoming hard.  The kiln wall was collapsed but thought to have a dome-like shape. 
Only bases of kiln, found by previous archaeological investigation, are buried under 
topsoil.  The objective of this research is to conduct a feasibility study in delineating 
buried bases of ancient kilns with geophysical measurement.

The result of this research shows that magnetic susceptibility measurement was 
the most suitable method in locating positions of buried bases of the Pah-O kilns. This is 
because the kiln bases have higher magnetic susceptibility than surrounding soil. Even 
though ground penetrating radar method could not determine the shape of the base
directly, the method could be employed to delineate the soil around kiln bases, which 
was disturbed from the previous archaeological investigation. Resistivity measurement is 
the least suitable method in locating the buried kiln bases, because there is no 
significantly resistivity contrast between buried kiln bases and surrounding soil.



Abstract
An ancient kiln of Pa-o district is critically engaged in Archaeological studies

in the initial of historical time in the south of Thailand because it is a spot of
producing soil structured potteries widespread in contemporary districts, both in and
abroad. An ancient kiln of Pa-o district comes together with a round base and 1.30-
2.00 meters in diameter. The base of the kiln comprises of clay burned with fire till
becoming hard and mixed with the scraps of potteries as well. On the other hand, the
top of the kiln is in domed shape or surrounded with straw but it becomes collapsed
and finally remained us just only the best of the kiln by which the top of the soils
topped. The objective of this research is to study the possibility of a geophysics
measurement method in order to determined a spot of the base the kiln.

 The result of this research is found out that the most suitable method to
determine the position of the base of the kiln in Pa-o district is  that a method of
measurement of magnetic susceptibility at the surface of the soils since the base has
higher magnetic susceptibility than adjoining soils. On the other hand, though a
measurement of ground penetrating radar is unable to outstandingly determine the
shape of the base, yet it is able to determine the position of the base by the
characteristic of the top of soils disturbed by the last dig whereas a measurement of
resistivity is unable to determine the position of the base because there are no any
vital differences between the resistivity of the base and adjoining soils.
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